
　　　　　Aramachi, Wakabayashi-ku, Sendai-shi, Miyagi Prefecture. Date Masamune, the first
　　　　　 regional ruler of the Sendai clan in the early Edo period, established the modern-day
 　　　　　city of Sendai. Since then, Aramachi has been considered a tradesman's area, 
　　　　　Gofudai-machi. During his reign, the town produced rice malt. There were around 100 
　　　　　rice malt shops in Aramachi, until the Meiji era. The town also thrived thanks to 
　　　　　sake, miso, soy sauce, and its supply of rice malt for brewing. During the summertime,
　　　　　 it was hard to make rice malt. Instead, the fans were made in Aramachi. The fans called 
　　　　　"Shibu Uchiwa" are coated with persimmon oil. The coating makes each fan
　　　　　 water-resistant, durable, and allows it to serve as an insect repellent. 

　　　　　A Japanese anagram maker, Hosoya Kanzaemon, also known as Sendai-an, amused people 
　　　　　by drawing sketches and Japanese anagrams called "kaibun" onto the fans. He was also 
　　　　　famous for creating kaibun at the end of the Edo period. He was a rice malt shop owner
　　　　　in Aramachi, but he handed his family business down to his son-in-law. After that, 
　　　　　he enjoyed drinking sake and making kaibun every day. He had excellent skills in 
　　　　　entertaining people. As soon as the paper fans with his own kaibun and sketches reached 
　　　　　the market, they were sold in huge numbers. Thereafter, his name, Sendai-an, became
　　　　　 widely known all over Edo.

　　　　　The fans called "Kaibun Uchiwa" are a blend of the "old" and the "new" in Aramachi. 
　　　　　They were made in hopes of making Aramachi a good place for business and a place where 
　　　　　people, including children, can live happily, safely, and in prosperity. Currently 
　　　　　there is no workshop that manufactures "Shibu Uchiwa" in Aramachi. Therefore, we 
　　　　　cooperated with Kurikawa Stores in Kumamoto to make Kaibun Uchiwa possible. Every 
　　　　　single fan is handmade. The uchiwa is coated with persimmon tannin, which makes its 
　　　　　Japanese traditional paper strong and long-lasting, while also making it
　　　　　 insect-repellant. It is very durable, and can last for 100 years. As the years go 
　　　　　by, the fans maintain their color and quality.

Enjoy this handmade fan designed with Sendai-an’s humorous kaibun. 
You will surely appreciate the dedication and craftsmanship that were
 put into making each of his paper fans.    

<English translation is Yoshio Hoso>

This paper fan carries the wind that brings three wishes: prosperity in business,good relationships, and safety for your children.

Designed by:
Sendai City Aramachi Shopping Street Promotion Association                                                https://www.aramachi.info
                                                               Manufactured:
Kurikawa store
1648-1 Kamotomachi Kutami, Yamaga, Kumamoto

 


